PPM.02 – Process an HCM Cost Transfer

OCGA Payroll Transfer Specialist

Department Admin

Project Portfolio Management

Identify cost to be
transferred

- Documentation must
indicate proper costing
for all pay periods
between the transfer
date and present day

Submit cost transfer
request, including
documentation and
new funding source

Notify department,
requesting transfer
documentation and
new funding source

Approve?

- This process applies to all retroactive costing
changes, regardless of funding source

Yes

Revise request?

No

Notify department
requester of missing
information or
compliance violation

No

End

Yes
Attach packet of
documentation and
approvals to any
affected sponsored
projects

Identify cost to be
transferred

Communicate
retroactive change
and funding details
to OCGA Fringe
Specialist

Yes

Add an assignment
costing row dated
the end of the pay
period of the
transfer

Enter fringe
manually?

Need more
rows?

No

No

- The costing established by the new,
effective-dated row will be in place until
the next effective-dated row is entered;
there is no “end date” for a costing

Yes

Add additional
costing row(s) with
proper costing for
first post-transfer
change

Verify cost transfer
has been properly
accounted

OCGA Fringe Specialist

Central Payroll Super User

End

Pre-Payroll
Processes
(PY.04)

Process Payroll
(PY.05)

Calculate fringe
impact to original
and new funding
sources

Cost and
Accounting
Distribution
(PY.07)

- Journal entry must move fringe expense between
funding sources, based on salary move
Project funding?

No

Process
Journals
(GL.02)

Yes
- Batch must use appropriate
Fringe expenditure type and
Fringe document entry
- If moving between projects,
batch must contain two
expenditure items

Process expenditure
batch to affected
project(s)

Process
Journals
(GL.02)

End

- If the transfer moves between POET and COA, this is a JE to the
Fringe expense clearing account (380.05.38100.5240.000.000.000.0.0)
and proper COA funding source, in addition to Create Accounting for
Project Costing
- If the transfer is between POET sources, this step is just to Create
Accounting for Project Costing

End

